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What is CAPP? 

CAPP helps defeat plastic pollution  
through community, transparency,  

and informed action 

 

The Collaborative Action on Plastic Pollution (CAPP) expedites and fuels programs that prevent 
or reduce plastic pollution. CAPP spreads effective practices across stakeholders and 
communities, thus saving valuable time, and building recognition for plastic pollution 
abatement and circular economy innovation.   

Much of the global community now realizes “why” plastic pollution should be prevented and 
reduced, and they generally understand “what” needs to be done, often displayed by their 
public commitments and pledges.   But the “how” is missing. 

Stakeholders often “reinvent the wheel,” working independently without this type of know-how 
or peers in the fight against plastic pollution.  Many have told us that they struggle to find shared 
learnings, well-trodden pathways, and others who have succeeded in carrying out similar plastics 
projects. 

CAPP offers stakeholders access to the “how.” We offer a global program: 

• Adapting and scaling of high-impact projects 

• Sharing learning and project data 

• Convening a peer network, featuring transparency and psychological safety 
 
CAPP provides the opportunity to drive greater ACTION and RESULTS in reducing or preventing 
plastic waste.  The main approach is to convene stakeholders, facilitate collaboration, and craft 
approaches for localized, project adaptation. This is hindered today across communities or 
countries because of the lack of training, communication, connections, transparency, and 
knowledge.    
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Why Members Engage with CAPP 
 

CAPP empowers the people and their organizations who care most about reducing or 
preventing plastic pollution.  

Our mandate is:   

• To create more effective impact and outcomes from projects to reduce or prevent 

plastic pollution 

• To provide a platform for online collaboration, case studies, project tracking, news, 

research, discussion forums, and member-lookup.  

• To rapidly adapt and scale effective programs and approaches 

• To drive an “accelerator” for projects, where stakeholders connect to similar projects 

and leverage their proven methods. 

• To facilitate conversation with like-minded peers on program scope, strategies, 

examples, outcomes, and research.  

• To expand learning through training, benchmarking, peer-to-peer knowledge-sharing 

forums, and webinars 

• To offer an online toolkit for designing effective projects  

 

Recent Activities   
 

• An all-volunteer management team took CAPP from an idea to reality in 18 months 

(activated by a 2020 UNEP-funded report on marine litter commitments from 2014-18). 

 

• A robust collaboration platform based on Microsoft SharePoint with searchable projects, 

articles, member profiles, and collaboration forums.   

 

• Three Flagship Nations officially joined: Curacao, Fiji and Seychelles.   Curacao and Fiji are 

incorporating CAPP into their planning processes: 

o February ’21: the government of Fiji held a press conference about CAPP, in partnership 

launch with Environment Minister 

o March ’21: The government of Curacao held a public webinar about CAPP with three top 

government Ministers. Eight organizations are currently meeting regularly and are 

populating their projects on the CAPP collaboration platform. Two working groups, citizen 

mobilization and plastic entrepreneurship are kicking off over the summer.   

 

• April ’21:  Completed the “Make the Case” student competition in India:  a 5-month student 

case study competition (CAPPIndia.in), with sponsored prize money. Partnering with the Goa 

Institute of Management and the Indian Plastics Institute, the competition involved over 150 

students, and highlighted 30 organizations in India with proven plastic waste initiatives.  We 

plan to bring this competition to 4 regions in the next 6-12 months.    

 

• Welcomed world-renown cradle-to-cradle visionary - William McDonough - to our Advisory 

Council 

http://www.capp.global/
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CAPP Vision 
 
                                        VISION OF CAPP on July 1, 2026 (5 years from now) 

 

 
 

The Founding Team 
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